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Abstract: Pairing-based cryptography has gained significant attention in recent years due to its practical 

solution for achieving high levels of security using efficient and faster pairing-based techniques. However, 

ensuring this security requires working with extension finite fields of the form kp
F , where 12k . Therefore, 

efficient implementation of these fields is crucial. This paper aims to improve the efficiency and security, by 

developing better arithmetic calculations on elliptic curves with embedding degree of the form 
i2  and 

j3 . The 

proposed approach employs the tower building technique, which constructs a sequence of extensions of the base 

field pF  by iteratively adjoining roots of polynomials to create new, larger fields. Additionally, we examine the 

use of a degree 2 and/or 3 twist to improve most operations in the fields 2p
F  and/or 3p

F . By exploring these 

techniques, our goal is to provide practical and efficient solutions for elliptic curve with embedding degree of 

the form 
i2  and 

j3 . 

Index Terms: Elliptic curve, Embedding degree, Twist curve. 

 

1 Introduction 
Since the discovery of pairing-based cryptography, developers and researchers have been dedicating their 

efforts to studying and developing new techniques and methods to implement pairing protocols and algorithms 

more efficiently. Weil pairing was the first pairing introduced by Weil Andre in 1948, followed by others such 

as Tate pairing, Ate pairing, and many more. The benefits of elliptic curve cryptosystems, discovered by Neal 

Koblitz [1] and Victor Miller [2], include reducing the key sizes used in public key cryptography. Some works, 

such as the one presented in [3], are interested in signature numeric, while the authors in [4] demonstrate the use 

of the final exponentiation in pairings as a countermeasure against fault attacks. In [5],[6],[7], [13], Nadia El and 

others provide a study on working with elliptic curves with embedding degrees 5, 9, 15, and 27. Additionally, in 

[9],[10],[11],[12], and [13], researchers investigate working with curves with various embedding degrees. In [8], 

the security level of optimal ate pairing is studied, and other useful works (see [5]) are also presented. In this 

paper, we seek to obtain efficient ways to compute pairings for curves of embedding degree 
i2  and 

j3 . We will 

improve arithmetic operations in curves with embedding degree 
ji32  by using the tower-building technique. 

Our investigation is divided into two parts. In the first part, we study elliptic curves with embedding degree 
i2 . 

In the second and final part, we study elliptic curves with embedding degree 
j3 . For other cases, such as .32i

, 
2.32i

 and 
32.3 , we have already studied some of these cases for 18,36,54,=k  and 72  in previous articles 

[20], [21], and [22]. To provide some background for our investigation, Section 2 of this paper recalls some key 

properties of pairings, including ate pairing and Miller’s Algorithm. In Section 3, we present our main theorem, 

which forms the basis of our investigation. Then, in Section 4, we present the results of our work, including 

improvements to arithmetic operations in j
p3

F  and 
i

p2F  by making use of the tower building technique. We 
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also present three case studies, which show how using degree-2 or degree-3 twists can enable efficient handling 

of most operations in 
2pF  or 3p

F . Finally, in Section 5, we conclude our paper by summarizing our main 

findings and discussing potential avenues for further research in this area.  

 
2 Mathematical background 

Throughout the paper, we assume that E  is an elliptic curve with equation baxxy 32 = , where 

qb F  and q  is a prime number. Additionally, we will use the following conventions without explicitly stating 

them  

 k  : the embedding degree: the smallest integer such that r  divides 1kq .  

 m,s,i: multiplication, squaring, inversion in field pF .  

 iii ISM ,, : multiplication, squaring, inversion in field ip
F .  

 kB : basis  

 :ia  i is the position of point a in the basis kB  with Ni .  

 :jb  j is the position of point bin the basis kB  with Nj .  

 
k

Blllll bayxP ),(=),(= : point in )( kp
E F  with ,6}{1,2,3,4,5l   

  

Remark 1 In this paper, our main objective is to identify the optimal path with the lowest cost. Although 

the cost of multiplication remains the same in each path we choose, we aim to determine the path with the 

minimum cost of squaring or inversion.  

  

Proposition 1  
We investigate these cases by following the process outlined below:   

1. Transform the elliptic curve with embedding degree k  using the variable change 

),(),( 3/2/ dd yuxuyx    

2. Choose an appropriate irreducible polynomial for tower building  

3. Construct the twisted isomorphic rational point  

4. Determine the cost of multiplication, squaring, and inversion in the corresponding field.  

 
Twist of an Elliptic Curve  

Definition 1 (Twist of an elliptic curve)[6] 

Let E and E’ be two elliptic curves defined over qF , for q, a power of a prime number p. Then, the curve 

E’ is a twist of degree d of E if we can define an isomorphism d  over dq
F  from E’ into E and such that d is 

minimal:  

).()(: dqqd EE FF   

Theorem 1 [6] Let E be an elliptic curve defined by the short Weiestrass equation baxxy 32 =  

over an extension qF  of a finite field pF , for p a prime number, k a positive integer such that 
kpq = . 

According to the value of k, the potential degrees for a twist are d =2, 3, 4 or 6 (in this paper, we are intersted 

with the case of d=2 and 3).  

  2=d , Let /2kp
v F  such that the polynomial vX 2

 is irreducible in /2kp
F . The equation of the curve 

E  defined on /2kp
F  is baxxvyE  32 =: . The morphism 2  is defined by:  

 )()(: /22 kpkp
EE FF   

 ),(),( 1/2yvxyx   
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   3=d , the curve E  admits a twist of degree 3 if and only 0=a . Let dkp
v /F  be such that the 

polynomial vX 3
 is irreducible in dkp /F  . The equation of E  is then 

v

b
xy 32 = . The morphism is:  

 )()(: /33 kpkp
EE FF   

 );(),( 1/21/3 yvxvyx   

 
Cost Calculation: 

We use the cost of operation in Quadratic and cubic twisted curve to calculate the cost of operation in the 

field with embedding degree .32i
 with the tower building technique for every path. 

  Cost of operation in Quadratic twisted curve: 

We already know that the cost of multiplication, squaring and inversion in the quadratic field 2p
F  are: 

,3=2 mM  ,2=2 mS  imI 4=2  respectively ([18]). 

  Cost of operation in Cubic twisted curve: 

 

We already know that the cost of multiplication, squaring and inversion in in the cubic twisted field 3p
F  

are: 

,6=3 mM  ,5=3 sS  ismI  29=3  respectively ([18]). 

 
Vector Representation Point: 

In order to construct a vector representation point in kp
F , we generally need the following set forms a 

basis of kp
F  over pF , },...,,{1,= 12 k

k uuuB , which is known as polynomial basis. An arbitrary element A 

in kp
F  is written as 

1

1

2

210 ...= 

 k

k uauauaaA . The vector representation of A is 

),...,,,(= 1210 kA aaaav . 

We use the vector representation point of Quadratic and cubic twisted curve to know the vector 

representation point of operation in the field with embedding degree .32i
 with the tower building technique for 

every path. 

 
Vector representation point in Quadratic twisted curve: 

We have E  is .= 32 baxxy   

Let pu F  such that the polynomial ux 2
 is irreducible over pF . 

The equation of E  is baxxuy 32 = . 

So to map )( pE F  to )( pE F ,we have:  

 )()( pp EE FF   

 ),(=),(),( 1/2

11 yuxyxyx   

 Using ),(=),( 1/2

2 yuxyx  to map )( pE F  to )( 2p
E F   

 )()( 2pp EE FF   

 ),(),( 1/2yuxyx   

 Hence, to map )( pE F  to )( 2p
E F , we have:  

 )()( 2pp EE FF   
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 ),(=),(),( 11 yuxyxyx   

   Let map P to 1P : 

Let ),(=),(= bayxP  and 
2

11111 ),(=),(= BbayxP , where 21111 ,,,
p

bayx F . 

1P  has a special vector representation with 2 pF  elements for each 1x  and 1y  coordinates. We have 

)(1,=2 uB , )()(: 22 pp EE FF  , 

),,(=),(=),( 112 yuxyxyx  (see [9]) we have:  

 1PP   

 )()( 2pp EE FF   

 
2

11 ),(=),(=),(),( Bbuayuxyxyx   

 ))(0,,0),((=),(=),(=),(=
2

111 babuayuxyxP B  

 

  Let remap 1P  to P: obtained easily by just placing a and b in the correct basis position.  

 PP 1  

 )()( 2 pp
EE FF   

 ),(=),(),( 11 bayxyx   

 ),(=),(= bayxP  

 So we can easly map and remap between P and 1P . 

 

Vector representation point in Cubic twisted curve: 

The curve E  admits a twist of degree 3 if and only if 0=a  i,e .= 32 bxy   

Let pu F  such that the polynomial ux 3
 is irreducible over pF . 

The equation of E  is ubxy /= 32  . 

So to map )( pE F  to )( pE F ,we have:  

 )()( pp EE FF   

 ),(=),(),( 1/21/3

11 yuxuyxyx   

 Using ),(=),( 1/22/3

3 yuxuyx  to map )( pE F  to )( 3p
E F   

 )()( 3pp EE FF   

 ),(),( 1/22/3 yuxuyx   

 Hence, to map )( pE F  to )( 3p
E F , we have:  

 )()( 3pp EE FF   

 ),(=),(),( 11 yuxuyxyx   

   Let map P to 1P : 

Let ),(=),(= bayxP  and 
3

11111 ),(=),(= BbayxP , where 31111 ,,,
p

bayx F . 

1P  has a special vector representation with 3 pF  elements for each 1x  and 1y  coordinates. 

We have ),(1,= 2

3 uuB , )()(: 33 pp EE FF  , 
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),,(=),(=),( 113 yuxuyxyx  (see [9]) we have:  

 1PP   

 )()( 3pp EE FF   

 
3

11 ),(=),(=),(),( Bbuauyuxuyxyx   

 ,0))(0,,0),((0,=),(=),(=),(=
3

111 babuauyuxuyxP B  

   Let remap 1P  to P: obtained easily by just placing a and b in the correct basis position  

 PP 1  

 )()( 3 pp
EE FF   

 ),(=),(),( 11 bayxyx   

 ),(=),(= bayxP  

 So we can easly map and remap between P and 1P .  

Corollary 1 : 

We can do an extension for the above vector representation, 

we have:  

 )()( /2 kpkp
EE FF   

 ),(),( yuxyx   

 and,  

 )()( /3 kpkp
EE FF   

 ),(),( yuxuyx   

  

3 Tower Building Technique in Elliptic Curve with Embedding Degree 
i2  

In this section, we will study the elliptic curve with embedding degree 100<2i
, i,e when k=2, 4, 8, 16, 

32, 64. 

We will follow the figure below for construction of these elliptic curves    

Let  

 squarenonthatsuchuupp
  )]/([= 2

2 FF  

 squarenonuthatsuchuvv
pp

 )]/([= 2

24 FF  

 squarenonvthatsuchvtt
pp

 )]/([= 2

48 FF  

 squarenontthatsuchtww
pp

 )]/([= 2

816 FF  

 squarenonwthatsuchwzz
pp

 )]/([= 2

1632 FF  

 squarenonzthatsuchzcc
pp

 )]/([= 2

3264 FF  

 

 where 2=  is considered to be the best choice for efficient arithmetic. From the above towering construction 

we can find that 
3216842 ===== czwtvu , where u is the basis element of the base extension field 2p

F . 

 }{1,=2 uB  

 },,{1,=},,{1,= 32

4 uvuvvvvB  

 },,,,,,{1,=},...,,{1,= 72

8 uvtvtuttuvvutttB  

 ,,,,,,,,,,,{1,=},...,,{1,= 152

16 uvwvwuwwuvtvtuttuvvuwwwB  
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 },,, uvtwvtwutwtw  

 ,,,,,,,,,,,{1,=},...,,,{= 312

32 uvwvwuwwuvtvtuttuvvuzzzzB  

 },...,,,,, uvtwzzuvtwvtwutwtw  

 ,,,,,,,,,,,,{1,=},...,,{1,= 632

64 twuvwvwuwwuvtvtuttuvvucccB  

 }.,...,,,, uvtwzczuvtwvtwutw  

  

 )()()()()()( 643216842 pppppp
EEEEEE FFFFFF   

 ),(),(),(),(),(),( 665544332211 yxyxyxyxyxyx   

 ),(),(),(),(),( uvtwzyxuvtwyxuvtyxuvyxuyx   

 ),( uvtwzcyx  

  

 ))(0,,0),((=),(=),(=),(=
2

111 baubauyxyxP B  

 ))(0,0,0,,0,0,0),((=),(=),(=),(=
4

222 bauvbauvyxyxP B  

 ))(0,...,0,,0,...,0),((=),(=),(=),(=
8

333 bauvtbauvtyxyxP B  

 
16

544 ),(=),(=),(= BuvtwbauvtwyxyxP  

 ))(0,...,0,,0,...,0),((= ba  

 
32

555 ),(=),(=),(= BuvtwzbauvtwzyxyxP  

 ))(0,...,0,,0,...,0),((= ba  

 
64

666 ),(=),(=),(= BuvtwzcbauvtwzcyxyxP  

 ))(0,...,0,,0,...,0),((= ba  

 

Each rational point 6P  in the subgroup )( 642 p
E FG   can be represented by a special vector with 64 

elements in pF  for both 6x  and 6y  coordinates. Starting from 6P , we can construct its quadratic twisted 

isomorphic rational point 5P  in )( 32p
E F , which also has a special vector representation with 32 elements in 

pF  for each 5x  and 5y  coordinates. Then, we can construct 4P  in )( 16p
E F , which has a special vector 

representation with 16 elements in pF  for both 4x  and 4y  coordinates, and its quadratic twisted isomorphic 

rational point 3P  in )( 8p
E F , which has a special vector representation with 8 elements in pF  for each 3x  and 

3y  coordinates. We can continue this process to obtain 2P  in )( 4p
E F  with a special vector representation 

with 4 elements in pF  for each 2x  and 2y  coordinates, and its quadratic twisted isomorphic rational point 1P  

in )( 2p
E F  with a special vector representation with 2 elements in pF  for each 1x  and 1y  coordinates. Finally, 

we obtain P  in )( pE F  as the quadratic twisted isomorphic rational point of 1P , which also has a special 

vector representation with 2 elements in pF  for both x  and y  coordinates. 

 
 Cost of Operation in Quadratic Twisted Curve: 

We already know that the cost of multiplication, squaring and inversion in the quadratic field 2p
F  are: 

,3=2 mM  ,2=2 mS  imI 4=2  respectively ([18]). 
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 Cost of operation in Quartic twisted curve: 

The cost of multiplication, squaring and inversion in in the Quartic twisted field 4p
F  are: 

,9=33=3=)(3=)(= 2
22

24 mmMmMM
pp

FF  

,6=32=2=)(2=)(= 2
22

24 mmMmSS
pp

FF  

.16=4=)(4=)(= 22
22

24 imIMimII
pp

 FF  

 
Cost of operation in Octic twisted curve: 

The cost of multiplication, squaring and inversion in in the Quartic twisted field 8p
F  are: 

,27=9=)(9=)(= 2
22

48 mMmMM
pp

FF  

,18=6=)(6=)(= 2
22

48 mMmSS
pp

FF  

imIMimII
pp

 52=16=)(16=)(= 22
22

48 FF . 

 

Cost of operation in 
th16  twisted curve: 

The cost of multiplication, squaring and inversion in in the 
th16  twisted field 16p

F  are: 

,81=27=)(27=)(= 2
22

816 mMmMM
pp

FF  

,54=18=)(18=)(= 2
22

816 mMmSS
pp

FF  

imIMimII
pp

 160=52=)(52=)(= 22
22

816 FF . 

 

 Cost of operation in 
th32  twisted curve: 

The cost of multiplication, squaring and inversion in in the 
th32  twisted field 32p

F  are: 

,243=81=)(81=)(= 2
22

1632 mMmMM
pp

FF  

,162=54=)(54=)(= 2
22

1632 mMmSS
pp

FF  

imIMimII
pp

 484=160=)(160=)(= 22
22

1632 FF . 

 

Cost of operation in 
th64  twisted curve: 

The cost of multiplication, squaring and inversion in in the 
th64  twisted field 64p

F  are: 

,729=243=)(243=2)(= 2
22

364 mMmMM
pp

FF  

,486=162=)(162=2)(= 2
22

364 mMmSS
pp

FF  

imIMimII
pp

 1456=484=)(484=2)(= 22
22

364 FF . 
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Table  1: Cost of operations in each the tower fields of embedding degree 
i2  

 Field   Operations   Cost of iM
2

  Cost of iS
2

  Cost of iI
2

 

:2p
F   2M , 2S , 2I    3m  2m  4m+i 

:4p
F    4M , 4S , 4I   9m  6m 16m+i 

:8p
F    8M , 8S , 8I  27m   18m  52m+i 

:16p
F    16M , 16S , 16I  81m  54m 160m+i 

:32p
F    32M , 32S , 32I  243m  162m  484m+i 

:64p
F  64M , 64S , 64I  729m 486m 1456m+i 

  

In the table above, we find a relationship between the operation cost and embedding degree 
i2  as 

describe below 

The cost of multiplication in elliptic curve with embedding degree 
i2  is:  

 mM i

i 3=
2

 

The cost of squaring in elliptic curve with embedding degree 
i2  is:  

 mS i

i

1

2
2.3= 

 

The cost of inversion in elliptic curve with embedding degree 
i2  is:  

 imI i

i  2)2(3=
2

 

 

Proof 1 By recurrence relation we will prove the above formulas. 

i- for i=1 we have mM 3=2 , mS 2=2  and imI 4=2 , and that is correct. 

ii- Let for i=n mM n

n 3=
2

, mS n

n

1

2
2.3= 

 and imI n

n  2)2(3=
2

 are correct. 

iii- We will prove the same for i=n+1 are also correct, 

We have  

 .3=.33=3=)(== 1

2
22.2212

mmMMMM nnn

nnn



 F  

 .2.3=.32.3=2.3=)(== 1

2

1

22.2212
mmMSSS nnn

nnn



 F  

 2
22.2212

22)2(3=)(== IMIII n

nnn  F  

 imimm nn   2)2(3=42)32(3= 1
 

  

4 Tower Building Technique in Elliptic Curve with Embedding Degree 
j3  

In this section, we will study the elliptic curve with embedding degree 100<3 j
, i,e when k=3, 9, 27, 

81. 

We will follow the figure below for construction of these elliptic curves    

Let  

 cubenonthatsuchuupp
  )]/([= 3

3 FF  

 cubenonuthatsuchuvv
pp

 )]/([= 3

39 FF  

 cubenonvthatsuchvtt
pp

 )]/([= 3

927 FF  

 cubenontthatsuchtww
pp

 )]/([= 3

2781 FF  
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where 2=  is considered to be the best choice for efficient arithmetic. From the above towering construction 

we can find that 
2793 === wtvu , where u is the basis element of the base extension field 3p

F . 

 },{1,= 2

3 uuB  

 },,,,,,,{1,=},...,,{1,= 22222282

9 vuvuuuvuvuvvvvvB  

 },...,,{1,=},...,,{1,= 2222262

27 tvutttttB  

 },...,,{1,=},...,,{1,= 22222802

81 wtvuwwwwwB  

  

 )()()()( 812793 pppp
EEEE FFFF   

 ),(),(),(),( 44332211 yxyxyxyx   

 ),(),(),(),( uvtwyuvtwxuvtyuvtxuvyuvxuyux   

  

 ,0))(0,,0),((0,=),(=),(=),(=
3

111 baubuauyuxyxP B  

 
9

222 ),(=),(=),(= BuvbauvyuvxyxP  

 ,0,0,0,0))(0,0,0,0,,0,0,0,0),((0,0,0,0,= ba  

 
27

333 ),(=),(=),(= BuvtbauvtyuvtxyxP  

 ,0,...,0))(0,...,0,,0,...,0),((0,...,0,= 1313 ba  

 
81

544 ),(=),(=),(= BuvtwbauvtwyuvtwxyxP  

 ,0,...,0))(0,...,0,,0,...,0),((0,...,0,= 4040 ba  

Each rational point )( 8124 p
EP FG   can be represented by a special vector with 81 elements in pF  for 

each 4x  and 4y  coordinate. The following construction shows that starting from )( 814 p
EP F  and its cubic 

twisted isomorphic rational point )( 273 p
EP F , which also has a cubic twisted isomorphic rational point 

)( 92 p
EP F , we can find a cubic twisted isomorphic rational point )( 31 p

EP F  and finally a cubic twisted 

isomorphic rational point )( pEP F . 

 

Cost of operation in Cubic twisted curve: 

We already know that the cost of multiplication, squaring and inversion in in the cubic twisted field 3p
F  

are: 

,6=3 mM  ,5=3 sS  ismI  29=3  respectively ([18]). 

 
 Cost of operation in Nonic twisted curve: 

The cost of multiplication, squaring and inversion in in the Nonic twisted field 9p
F  are: 

,36=6=)(6=)(= 3
33

39 mMmMM
pp

FF  

,25=5=)(5=)(= 3
33

39 sSsSS
pp

FF  

ismISMismII
pp

 1263=29=)2(9=)(= 233
33

39 FF . 
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Cost of operation in 
th27  twisted curve: 

The cost of multiplication, squaring and inversion in in the 
th27  twisted field 27p

F  are: 

,216=36=)(36=)(= 3
33

927 mMmMM
pp

FF  

,125=25=)(25=)(= 3
33

927 sSsSS
pp

FF  

ismISMismII
pp

 62387=1263=)12(63=)(= 333
33

927 FF . 

 

Cost of operation in 
th81  twisted curve: 

The cost of multiplication, squaring and inversion in in the 
th81  twisted field 81p

F  are:  

 mMmMM
pp

1296=216=)(216=)(= 3
33

2781 FF  

 sSsSS
pp

725=125=)(125=)(= 3
33

2781 FF  

 333
33

2781 62387=)62(387=)(= ISMismII
pp

 FF  

 .3122331= ism   

   

Table  2: Cost of operations in each the tower fields of embedding degree 
j3   

 Field   Operations   Cost of jM
3

  jS
3

  Cost of jI
3

 

:3p
F    3M , 3S , 3I  6m   5s  9m+2s+i  

:9p
F    9M , 9S , 9I   36m 25s 63m+12s+i 

:27p
F    27M , 27S , 27I   216m  125s  387m+62s+i 

:81p
F  81M , 81S , 81I  1296m  725s 2331m+312s+i 

  

In the table above, we find a relationship between the operation cost and embedding degree 
j3  as 

describe below 

The cost of multiplication in elliptic curve with embedding degree 
j3  is:  

mM j

j 6=
3

 

The cost of squaring in elliptic curve with embedding degree 
j3  is:  

 sS j

j 5=
3

 

The cost of inversion in elliptic curve with embedding degree 
j3  is:  

ismI j
j

j
j

j    1

1

1

1
3

2.59.6=  

 
Proof 2 By recurrence relation we will prove the above formulas. 

i- for j=1 we have mM 6=3 , sS 5=3  and ismI  29=3 , and that is correct. 

ii- Let for j=n mM n

n 6=
3

, sS n

n 5=
3

 and ismI nnnn

n  


1

1

1

13
2.59.6=  are correct. 

iii- We will prove the same for j=n+1 are also correct, 
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We have  
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1

1

1
1

1

2.59.6=  

  
5 Conclusion 

 In this paper, we present efficient methods for building towers of finite field extensions of the form 

100<.32 ji
 for use in cryptography. We do the constructions of those elliptic curve for embedding degree of 

the form 100<2i
 and 100<3 j

. To accomplish this, we employ the tower building technique and examine 

the use of degree 2 and 3 twists to perform operations in 4p
F , 8p

F , 9p
F , 16p

F , 27p
F , 32p

F , 64p
F  and 81p

F . 

By analyzing these twists, we are able to calculate the cost of multiplication, squaring, and inversion in these 

finite fields, leading to better performance in cryptographic applications. 
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